Groundsmaster 52. From a 52" offset deck to hydrostatic drive, it's designed to be a Professional.

- Donaldson air cleaner for better engine protection.
- Deck up front, steering in back for more maneuverability.
- Hydrostatic drive for smooth, one-pedal control of forward and reverse.
- P.T.O. shaft eliminates belts, simplifies change of accessories.
- Deck raises hydraulically for fast, easy transport, even over curbs.
- Wide stance wheels for excellent stability.
- Offset deck for trimming around obstacles, along curbs, under shrubs.

You're looking at just a few of the features that make this versatile midsize rotary mower so durable and productive. We don't have room enough to show them all. For now, we'll tell you the Groundsmaster 52" mows like a garden tractor, trims close like a walk mower and lets one man do both. With optional attachments, it's a year 'round workhorse with everything from vacuum to snow blower to V-plow to broom. Above all, it's engineered for professional use by the Professionals in turf care products.

Want a demonstration of the Groundsmaster 52"? Or our Groundsmaster 72" that mows up to 3.7 acres an hour without losing its cool? Call your Toro distributor. Or, mail the coupon.

You're looking at just a few of the features that make this versatile midsize rotary mower so durable and productive. We don't have room enough to show them all. For now, we'll tell you the Groundsmaster 52" mows like a garden tractor, trims close like a walk mower and lets one man do both. With optional attachments, it's a year 'round workhorse with everything from vacuum to snow blower to V-plow to broom. Above all, it's engineered for professional use by the Professionals in turf care products.

Tell me more, Toro! I'm interested in a free demonstration of the Groundsmaster 52". Please have my distributor call me.
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Mail coupon to: The Toro Company, Commercial Marketing Dept. GBS-119 Bill Lyndale Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55420

Circle 195 on free information card